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1. Log in
Log-in and reset password
When you are registered as a user you'll get this e-mail:
A site administrator at Memphys has created an account for you. You may now
log in by clicking this link or copying and pasting it to your browser:
http://memphys.dk/drupal/user/reset/50/1334396557/3fDHPffGGPf_D_eNCiexAlc4w73mEt7Q4TuJ_VFC5c
This link can only be used once to log in and will lead you to a page where
you can set your password.
After setting your password, you will be able to log in at
http://memphys.dk/user in the future using:
username: xxxxxxxx
password: Your password
-- Memphys team
When you click the link in the letter you get this page:
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When you log in the first time please create a new password (everybody gets the same default
password, so if you do not change it everyone will know your password).

You are also welcome to change your username, but it's not necessary for security reasons. When
you want to log-in (to edit your staffpage or submit an article) you can do it from this adress:
http://memphys.dk/user

Please be aware that this is a temporary adress. When the website is finished you'll be noticed well
in time before the new procedure will air.
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Editing your staffpage
- log in:

Click the menu point 'people', then you get this site:
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Click your name and you get this site: (hopefully with your own name though)

Push the edit-button and you are ready to edit your staffpage. You'll have use the editor: see below
for a brief introduction.
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2. A brief introduction to the editor
The editor has the same basic features you probably already know from your daily text editor. We
will not go through it in full here, just point to some important features.
Yes you are right! It is also missing some of the most common features from a normal texteditor,
fonttypes and stuff like that. To keep the site from getting messy, ugly and hard to read we have
made a stylesheet, that decides the main design of the site.
Before we start: Remember to save your work!

Your editor should look something like this:

If it does not, remember to set the Text format to "Full HTML" as in the above picture.

Fullscreen editing
If you want a bigger editing-field, push the below button:

This one is nice to know. On your staff-page the editorfield is relatively small, and its hard to get a
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proper overview.

How to make external links (outside memphys.dk)
Highlight the words you want to link:

Then push the button below:

Then you will get the below screen popping up:

Simply write your link, fx www.sdu.dk in the URL-field and push the OK-button.

How to make internal links (inside memphys.dk)
The mechanism is basically the same as with external links. You just place the internal link in the
URL-field.
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How to make subpages on your staffpage (multi-level pages)
We have worked hard and really tried to make subpages a part of the navigationsystem, however
it's not possible. Of course you can make subpages, but you have to make links to navigate on your
page.
Here is how it works:
Click on 'basic page' in the upper left corner:

Then you get this page:

Give the page a title and make your subpage. When you are finished push the 'find content' button
in hte upper left corner:

Find your page in the list and copy the url and insert it as a link on your front-staffpage
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How to insert images
Click the button "gennemse" or "insert"

This gives you access to your harddrive. Find the folder containing your image and doubleclick it.
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Push the button "upload", and you will find your image in a list.

You can choose different "styles" (sizes) for you picture in the drop-down-menu. Make yourself
comfortable with those design-choices. by trying them out.
If you want to insert the picture on a page, simply place the cursor in the editor field where you
want the picture to be and push the button "insert". You can move the image around by using the
cursor.

How to insert pdf-files
Click the button "gennemse" or "insert"
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This gives you access to your harddrive. Find the folder containing your PDF and doubleclick it.

Click upload and you will find your PDF in the below list.

Place the cursor where you want the link to the PDF-file to appear and push the button 'insert'. You
can rename the pdf-file in the text if you need to.
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3. How to submit articles to your own personal page and the frontpage
Click the button 'publication' (upper left corner)

Insert title and eventually some info

Check your name(s) in the list below:

Set the actual year and eventually upload the file (if you have one) as described in the previous
chapter:
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Push the button 'publishing options':

and check the options 'published' and 'promoted to frontpage':
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If you have any questions or need help, you are of course welcome to contact me.
Lars Onslev, 23.4. 2012
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